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INTRODUCTION

Protective structures over the years have relied on distance and
mass for protection. For thousands of years, people have used
caves and massive stone or wood structures to protect assets.
Exterior walls had few openings because doors and windows are
difficult to harden and defend. Defenders have used guards,
fences, walls, ditches, hills, moats and other barriers to keep
potential threats at a safe distance. Like ancient protective
structures, most hardened structures today use massive con-
struction of wood, rock, soil, or reinforced concrete with few
windows or doors. Contemporary threats are kept at a safe
standoff by operational and physical means similar to those
used over the millennia. This article provides a broad, overall
perspective on the problem of designing a hardened structure.
A hardened facility design example is presented to demonstrate
the procedure.

DEFINITIONS

The terms “hardened structure” and “protective structure”
mean different things in different contexts, and lately with the
increase in the terrorist threat, the common definitions have
changed again. Antiterrorism Protection, Physical Security, and
Hardened Structures are terms being used by many. The fol-
lowing definitions will hold for the bounds of this article:

Physical Security

Physical Security consists of measures taken to address criminal
and vandal threats. Physical Security uses defensive measures
that provide layers of detection and delay around an asset. The
defensive layer must provide enough delay time to allow a
response force to halt the attack. For the DOD, Physical
Security is addressed primarily by policy that defines opera-
tional procedures, electronic security systems, and structural
security measures to provide the required delay time. The
assumption is that some minimal level of protection is required
and risk is evaluated on an organization-wide basis with the
assumption that there is always a criminal threat.

Antiterrorism Protection

Antiterrorism Protection addresses the design of both the build-
ing and the site to minimize the blast loads and weapon effects

from terrorist threats to assets - usually people. This may mean
the building is destroyed, but damage to assets is minimized.
The actual threat to a specific asset is seldom known and it is
unlikely that a specific asset will ever have a terrorist attack. The
price people are willing to pay for protection from an unlikely
threat of unknown magnitude has historically been very little in
this country, but it is changing. As part of Antiterrorism
Protection, blast hardening is sometimes done, but does not
commonly meet the level of protection in the following defini-
tion of a hardened structure.

Hardened Structure

A Hardened Structure is usually designed to perform its primary
mission after a wartime attack making hardening one of its pri-
mary requirements and a significant part of its cost. The facili-
ty is protected against a wide range of threats including forced
e n t ry, Chemical/Biological/Radiological (CBR), airblast,
ground shock, penetration, fragmentation, and damage to the
structure and equipment due to explosive loading. Designs
must consider how camouflage, concealment and deception,
active defense, and manned response can reduce or limit the
effectiveness of the threat. The design assumptions are that dur-
ing a war, the facility will be attacked and that it must survive
and function after the attack. Almost all hardened structures
inherently satisfy the requirements for both Physical Security
and Antiterrorism Protection.

Likelihood of Protection

The conceptual differences between the three types of protec-
tive measures defined above are the likelihood of the protection
actually being needed, the consequences of it not working, and
the willingness of the user to pay for the protection. The gov-
ernment is willing to pay a limited price for physical security
for all facilities and a high price for hardened structures for spe-
cific assets. In the past we funded antiterrorism protection at a
low level because the likelihood was low, but in light of recent
events, our population is reevaluating this stance.

DESIGNING FOR WARTIME THREATS

Designing facilities hardened for wartime threats is sometimes
politically easier than designing normal facilities for the terror-
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ist threat; because the users of the wartime hardened facilities
understand the importance of hardening and are willing to give
up things like large doors and windows, fancy interior finishes,
and easy access. Some of the key aspects in design include:

Conventional Weapons

A wartime conventional weapon threat can range from airblast
only to direct hits from precision-guided bombs and penetra-
tors. Fully hardened facilities are designed to withstand a direct
hit and detonation of a penetrating weapon. Semi-hardened
facilities are designed to withstand small area weapons and near
miss detonations of larger bombs. Other protected facilities are
only designed to withstand airblast and fragments from bombs
detonating at a distance.

Balanced Survivability

Whatever the threat, the designer tries to incorporate balanced
survivability into the building. Balanced survivability is a con-
dition wherein no significant facility failure mode has been
overlooked or its importance underestimated, thus the facility
has no “Achilles Heel.” Balanced survivability exists for a facil-
ity when all critical subsystems and resources required for
accomplishing the facility’s mission are equally survivable at a
specified threat level. 

A balanced survivability assessment (BSA) determines the
capability of a facility to survive against a specified threat spec-
trum and still perform its mission. The BSA is a systems
approach to survivability, yielding recommendations that facil-
ity designers can use to make prudent investment decisions in
light of what they consider to be the most critical systems and
most worrisome threats. A BSA can be performed on a facility
design or an operational facility, and it is ideal if a team trained
in BSA techniques examines design drawings early to identify
potential survivability flaws.

Balanced surv i vability ensures that no threat is neglected,
and that all threats are addressed consistently. Ad d i t i o n a l
design considerations are re l i a b i l i t y, maintainability and logis-
tics. Incorporating post-attack expedient measures for a facili-
t y’s systems that could help it re c over quickly after an attack
(or pre vent further damage) should be considered. Such meas-
u res may include incorporating utility cutoffs, additional fire
p rotection, adequate utility backup connections, and stru c t u r-
al repair kits. 

Site Planning

Key elements in planning the site include:

D i s p e rs i o n Placing re s o u rces in irregular patterns, and using
physical separation, orientation, staggering, and system com-
ponent distribution will increase surv i va b i l i t y. Di s p e r s i o n
g reatly increases an attacker’s targeting difficulties, and re d u c e s
the chance of simultaneous or collateral damage from any 
single strike. 

Orientation  Hardened facilities should be oriented so their
most vulnerable sides face away from nearby critical structures.
Aircraft shelter entrances should not face each other or nearby

critical facilities. This decreases the potential for damage to 
vulnerable sides of the structure if a nearby structure is hit. A
critical review of the site, its surroundings, and the building’s
orientation and location on the site should be performed. If
this siting analysis shows an explosive threat is more probable
from one direction, the facility should be oriented and/or the
entrances located to minimize blast and fragment loads on the
blast door.

Separation  From a survivability standpoint, there is an opti-
mum distance between hardened facilities, such that no two
facilities can be attacked by a single weapon or be acquired by
an airborne target acquisition system on a single pass. Siting
facilities too far apart however, may degrade their operational
performance.

Building Layout

Re d u n d a n c y The surv i vability and overall operability of the
p rotected system can be improved by incorporating re d u n d a n t
facilities, components, paths, and circuits into the system. 
In this manner, damage to one part of the system will not 
necessarily shut down the entire system, but instead shift the
operation to a redundant part .

Footprint and Floor Plan  The footprint of a hardened structure
should be a rectangle, square, or other regular geometric shape
that attenuates the effect of an explosive blast. Designers should
avoid reentrant corners that tend to amplify blast pressure and
enhance a structure’s radar image. (Areas such as recessed entry-
ways contain reentrant corners.) Activities of a less critical
nature should be located on the exterior of the building.
Hallways should be located along the exterior wall.
Compartmentalized functional areas (isolation zones) should
be considered to prevent fire or internal bomb blasts from
p ropagating from one area or zone to another. Com-
partmentalization can be accomplished both by careful func-
tional zoning and by proper design of walls, internal blast
doors, and other separations.

Exterior Openings  Exterior openings include personnel and
equipment access, fresh air ventilation, cooling, and combus-
tion equipment intake and exhaust portals. Designers should
anticipate the possibility of blast pressure, heat, dust, frag-
ments, and toxic gases entering the facility through exterior
openings, and take appropriate preventive measures. Entrance
openings should be kept as small and few in number as possible
to minimize shielding problems, but still satisfy operational
and emergency ingress and egress requirements.

Proportioning components  The structural design process has
two major, interdependent phases: (1) selecting a trial structur-
al configuration (arrangement, shape, and material), and (2)
proportioning components to prevent failure under prescribed
influences. The proportioning phase is calculational in nature,
and therefore requires a numerical response threshold (per-
formance criterion) for each failure mode (failure modes are
established during design). Typical failure modes are those 
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associated with airblast, fragmentation, spall, weapon penetra-
tion or perforation, shock motion, cratering, fire, suffocation,
and CBR agents. For the various failure modes, the perform-
ance criteria quantify the survivability requirements of the 
protected system elements and functional spaces in terms of
personnel tolerances, equipment tolerances, endurance periods,
and post failure capabilities.

TERRORIST THREATS

Once a defined threat is specified, standard design procedures
for hardened structures are applied. Even if no threat is defined,
the DOD has determined that a minimum level of protection
is warranted for all inhabited buildings, and Unified Facilities
Criteria (UFC) 4-010-01 “DOD Minimum An t i t e r ro r i s m
Standards for Buildings” is applied. This standard establishes cri-
teria for DOD-inhabited buildings to minimize the potential
for mass casualties and progressive collapse from a terrorist
attack. The overarching antiterrorism philosophy is that an
appropriate level of protection can be provided for all DOD
personnel at a reasonable cost, and reduces the risk of mass
casualties. Full implementation of the standards provides a level
of protection against all threats and significantly reduces
injuries and fatalities for the threats upon which these standards
are based. The costs for these protective measures are not sig-
nificant for most projects. The primary methods used to
achieve this outcome are to maximize the standoff distance, to
construct superstructures resistant to progressive collapse, and
to reduce flying debris hazards from glazing.

Maximize Standoff Distance

Maximizing the standoff distance keeps the threat as far away
from critical buildings as possible. It is the easiest and least cost-
ly method for achieving the appropriate level of protection to a
facility. When standoff distance is not available, the structure
needs to be hardened to give the same level of protection that
it would have with a greater standoff. While sufficient space
around a structure is not always available to provide the mini-
mum standoff distances required for conventional construc-
tion, maximizing the available standoff distance will always
result in the most cost-effective structural solution. Maximizing
standoff distance also ensures that there is opportunity in the
future to upgrade buildings to meet increased threats or to
accommodate higher levels of protection. If minimum standoff
distances are achieved, conventional construction should mini-
mize the risk of mass casualties from a terrorist attack, with
only a marginal impact on the total project cost.

Progressive Collapse Avoidance

Progressive collapse is a chain reaction of failures following
damage to a relatively small portion of a structure. The result-
ing damage from a progressive collapse failure is out of propor-
tion to the damage of the initial failed area. Consequences of
progressive collapse are unnecessary loss of life and the entrap-
ment of survivors in the collapsed structure. 

The UFC has provisions that minimize the ability of the
structure to go into a progressive collapse mode of failure.
Designing those provisions into the buildings before construc-

tion begins, or during a major renovation project is the most
cost effective solution. All inhabited structures of three stories
or more, are to have a progressive analysis performed. This
analysis assures that the structure will remain stable when key
members are removed and is accomplished by providing struc-
tural continuity, redundancy, or energy dissipating capacity
(ductility) in the remaining members of the structure. There
are two approaches to perform a progressive collapse analysis -
the direct and the indirect methods.

Direct Design Approach Direct design explicitly considers
structural resistance through the alternate path method or
through the specific local resistance method. When a local fail-
ure occurs, such as the removal of a structural member, the
alternate path method seeks to find a load path that will absorb
the loads created. The specific local resistance method applies
loads to the structure that must be accounted for in the design.

Indirect Design Approach Indirect design implicitly considers
a structure’s resistance to progressive collapse by defining a
minimum level of strength, continuity, and ductility for struc-
tural members. Typical guidance recommends using highly
redundant structural systems such as moment resisting frames,
continuity across joints so the member can develop the full
structural capacity of the connected members, and design
members that accommodate large displacements without com-
plete loss of strength. Other design details that minimize the
possibility that collapse of one part of the building will affect
the stability of the remainder of the building should be incor-
porated. Examples include designing floor systems with top
and bottom steel to accommodate load reversal, and designing
building additions to be structurally independent from the pro-
tected portions of the existing building.

Minimize Hazardous Flying Debris

A high number of injuries result from flying glass fragments
and debris from walls, ceilings, and fixtures (non-structural fea-
tures). Flying debris is minimized through the proper design
and selection of appropriate building materials. The glazing
used in most windows will break at very low blast pressures,
creating hazardous, dagger-like shards. The simplest protection
from flying debris is to minimize the number and sizes of win-
dows used in the building design. Additional protection can be
garnered by using enhanced window units. Blast-resistant win-
dow and door units must be purchased as complete, tested
assemblies that include the glazing unit, door or window frame,
and frame connections to the structure. When installed, these
elements become an integrated structural system. The UFC
requires that all glazing units use a 1/4-inch laminated glass in
all new construction and major renovations.

OBSERVATIONS OF CONVENTIONAL STRUCTURES

Re v i ew of typical stru c t u res often re veals that structural 
members have different capacities during the positive and 
negative phases of the blast load. Also, these members can have
significant blast load capacity, but the connections may not.
Special provisions of the concrete and steel design codes need
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to be followed to make a structure perform well, even when a
reasonable amount of standoff is provided.

Conventional design of buildings results in balanced design
for normal loads and usually a very unbalanced survivability for
blast loads. Most buildings are initially designed for easy access
and natural lighting, which results in numerous lightweight
doors, and larger windows. Hardening doors and windows for
blast and fragment loadings is difficult and very expensive, typ-
ically 2 to 10 times that of normal construction. This results in
a significant increase in building cost. Typical roof construction
is kept lightweight especially in high seismic areas and the lack
of mass in these elements makes it difficult to design them for
blast loads.
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ENDNOTE

* “Bare charge” refers to an unconfined explosive mass where
the energetic material is not contained in a rigid vessel. When
an energetic material is confined in a rigid container (for
instance a thick, tightly-wound paper or metal casing) its explo-
sive effect is enhanced.

Figure 1. Schematic Floor Plan of

Example Building.

Project Description 

Review of an ongoing structural design (new construction), and incorpora-
tion of blast resistant components. The scope of the review was to examine
structural components and cladding, and then upgrade them for various blast
loading events.

Facility Description

The structure being analyzed was designed for standard seismic, gravity,
wind, and live loads, but not blast effects. The facility consists of an admin-
istrative and operations area, and a shipping-and-receiving area that houses
the mechanical and electrical rooms. (See Figure 1) The administration area
is a two-story steel braced-frame structure with a composite steel and concrete
roof deck, and a square floor plan that is 135-feet by 135-feet. The mechan-
ical area is a one-story attached structure measuring about 59-feet by 122-
feet. It is constructed as a mixed system of braced steel frames, and load-bear-
ing cast-in-place concrete walls. The roof is a steel joist with metal decking.
The back and sides are cast-in-place concrete walls, while the front (west) wall
is made of precast concrete panels. Windows are located on the west and
south walls of the administration area.

Blast Events

Two bomb weights were considered in this review. Bare explosives were used
in the analysis, and fragments were not considered. The first threat was 50
pounds of TNT located 100ft from the nearest point on the building exteri-
or. The second was 1000 pounds of TNT, located 200-ft from the building
perimeter. The mechanical area was closer than the administration area, and
needed to be analyzed for the 1000 pound detonation.

Administration

Area

Windows

N
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Design Example–

Exterior Blast Upgrade

The following design example will help to illustrate
the use of hardening techniques to strengthen civil-
ian type stru c t u res. The example invo l ves modify-
ing the in-process design of a building to prov i d e
resistance against an exterior terrorist bombing
attack. Blast loads from the example’s standoff
t h reats will cause damage, but the desired level of
p rotection may be achieved with implementation of
re l a t i vely minor modifications.
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Figure 2. Blast Pressure for 50 lbs TNT at 100 ft

and 1000 lbs TNT at 200 ft.
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Design Standards Used

Many structural design standards and Army manuals are used in preparing
this structural analysis and design. They are the American Concrete Institute
(ACI) 318 - Building Code Requirements for Structural Concrete, the American
Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) - Manual of Steel Construction
(LRFD-Load and Resistance Factor Design), and Army Technical Manuals:
TM 5-853-3, TM 5-855-1 and TM 5-1300 for designing building systems
to resist explosives effects. This design primarily uses TM 5-855-1 (the
Design and Analysis of Hardened Structures to Conventional Weapons
Effects {DAHS CWE} Manual), and its associated computer codes to deter -
mine the blast loads and structural responses. Response limits were taken
from TM 5-1300, which has a greater margin of safety, and is more consis-
tent with the protection of civilian personnel during peacetime.

Airblast Prediction

Airblast calculations were made using the BLASTX computer code, which
accurately computes both the positive and negative phases of the shock wave.
The negative phase of the blast wave is often neglected in structural analyses,
but is of particular importance when reviewing unhardened, or normal 
s t ru c t u res. The shockwaves used in the design analysis are shown in Fi g u re 2.
This is a plot of the incident (unreflected) shockwaves obtained for both 
50-lb TNT at 100 ft, and 1000-lb TNT at 200 ft. It is presented to illustrate
the relative size of the two threats, and it is apparent the 1000-pound explo-
sion creates a higher pressure and impulse, even at twice the distance. These
pressures are what the roof structure would experience, while the walls
receive reflected pressures that are about twice these magnitudes.

Dynamic Analysis

Structural elements subjected to blast loads were analyzed individually using
the SPAN computer code. SPAN applies the BLASTX output, and performs
a Single degree-of freedom Plastic ANalysis of wall panels, and beams. It
then performs a numerical integration of the dynamic response to that blast
load. The SPAN analysis for one precast wall panel showed that the panel
was fully plastic for both the inward and outward (rebound) response. This
relatively large rebound was due to the fact that negative pressure (suction)
coincides with the structural elements’ rebound response. Rebound loads
were significant in this design review, and need to be treated as rigorously as
the blast load response during the positive phase loading.

Structural Response Criteria

Two limits were addressed in this design review for blast loadings: (1) the 
structure needed to be repairable and the operation of the facility not severe-
ly impacted, and (2) operating personnel should be protected. Therefore, 
dynamic response limits of structural elements in flexure are defined to 
prevent excessive element damage but are within the limits allowed by TM
5-1300 for personnel safety.

Structural Analysis of 50-pound Threat

Damage to the structure was assessed at the worst case bomb location for
each individual structural element. The analysis results showed that the roof,
and the precast wall system of the main area would not be damaged.
However, the mechanical area would receive damage to the roof joists and
beams during the upward rebound because the bottom flanges of the joists
were not adequately braced. This would occur because the roof deck did not
have a concrete topping. As seen in Figure 3, the entire roof of the mechan-
ical area was damaged as were a few of the precast panels. In all roof areas
however, roof decking, steel columns, and roof beam connections were
adequate for this loading condition.

Figure 3. Structural Damage from 50-lb Threat.
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Figure 4. Structural Damage from

1000-lb Threat.

Structural Analysis of 1000-lb Threat

When this facility was analyzed for the 1000-pound event, the damage
was much more significant. It can be seen in Figure 4 that the area of
damage covers the entire facility, as unacceptable damage occurs to
about 60% of the admin area roof, 100% of the mechanical area roof,
and 100% of the precast wall panels in both areas. In each event all roof
joists, except the long span joists in the main area, experience a lateral
instability failure during roof rebound, as do many of the roof beams.
There were considerable beam connection failures in the admin area
roof. Also, in all areas the roof decking and the steel columns were found
to be adequate.

Structural Upgrades for the 50-lb Threat 

The following structural upgrades were required to harden this facility.
(1) Main Area - No changes required.
(2) Mechanical Area

- Modify all open web roof joists to increase the uplift capacity
for rebound resistance, and increase joist shear strength to
exceed flexural strength by at least 10%.

- Provide lateral bracing to bottom flange of all wide flange
roof beams at midspan.

- Provide vertical supports for precast panels on each side of
door and louver openings on the west side walls.

Structural Upgrades for the 1000-lb Threat

The following structural upgrade was required to harden this facility.
(1) Main Area

- Modify all open web roof joists to have full uplift capacity
(equal to downward load capacity), and increase shear
strength to exceed flexural strength by at least 10%.

- Provide lateral bracing to the bottom flange of all main roof
beams at midspan, and at midspan and third points for the
remaining roof beams.

- All beam connections need to carry at least 60% of the beam
web shear capacity.

- All column base plate anchorages need to develop the ulti-
mate strength of the anchor bolts in tension.

- Increase reinforcement in the 5" thick precast walls panels,
and increase the size of the embedded plates for the increased
vertical and horizontal loads.

- Increase reinforcement in the 5" thick south and west precast 
panels by 25%, and increase the steel support capacity by
20%.

(2) Mechanical Area
- Add a 4.5" thick composite steel and concrete roof deck.
- Use revised joists and beams to support new roof deck.
- Modify all open web roof joists to have full uplift capacity

(equal to downward load capacity), and increase shear
strength to exceed flexural strength by at least 10%.

- Provide lateral bracing to the bottom flange of the roof beam
at midspan, and bottom-flange bracing at midspan and third
points on the other roof beams.

- All beam connections need to carry at least 60% of the beam
web shear capacity.

- Replace west side exterior precast wall panels with a 10" thick 
cast-in-place reinforced concrete wall.

Roof Downward Damage and Rebound Ins tability

95% Roof Beam Connection Failure
25% Roof Beam Rebound Instability

Roof Joist Rebound Instability

Precast Wall Damage

Unacceptable Damage Types:

1000 lb TNT

@ boundary

200’

47’

35’
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Bruce A. Walton is a registered structural engineer with the US Army Corps of Engineers’ Protective Design

Center in Omaha, Nebraska. He is a member of the US Army Corps of Engineers’ Urban Search and Rescue

Team as a structural specialist. Mr. Walton is a retired Air Force Lieutenant Colonel, who has worked for the

Protective Design Center since 1989. He has many years of experience in research and design with both the

Air Force and Army. His background consists mainly of research in the areas of weapon effects, rapid repair of

wartime facility damage, and the design of facilities to resist the effects of nuclear weapons, conventional

weapons, and accidental explosions. He has developed computer programs in the areas of weapon effects

prediction and computational dynamics. He was also a major author of UFC 3-340-01, Design & Analysis 

of Hardened Structures to Conventional Weapons Effects. Mr. Walton was also the primary DOD structural

investigator for the World Trade Center, Oklahoma Federal Building, and Khobar Towers – Saudi Arabia 

bombings.

Window Recommendations

The analysis of the building’s window systems for both threats requires a
design layup of an Insulated Glass (IG) unit using two l/4" laminated
heat strengthened glass panels separated by a 1/2" air space. This layup
will fracture, but remain in the frame for the worst-case event (1000 lb
at 200 ft). The minimum glazing bite was 1/2" for all panels and applied
a static frame design load (applied to the glazing surface) of between
3.12 lb/in and 8.85 lb/in of frame length depending on the window size.
The specifications were modified to require the contractor to design the
frames, mullions, and connections to resist the load without reaching the
yield strength of the materials.

Hardening Costs

The cost of this building was around $9 million, not including the cost
of installed equipment. The structural upgrades necessary to blast-hard-
en the building added $150,000 to the price of the project, or just 1.7%.
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AMPTIAC Celebrates Its 6th Birthday

On November 1st, AMPTIAC’s staff took a few minutes out of their busy day to mark the IAC’s

sixth birthday. The six years have flown by, but are replete with accomplishments. We are proud

of our success serving the DOD materials and processes community and look forward to contin-

ued service in the future. 
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